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TTIP’s implications for China
Abstract: In this research paper, the author focuses on the analysis of the implications of the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) for China. In the
recently launched TTIP negotiations between the USA and the European Union, it
has been emphasized that the talks will make reducing regulatory barriers a signature
issue. The emphasis on overcoming these barriers has generated some excitement,
with large ﬁgures being offered as estimates of the resulting economic gains. New
agreements to remove trade barriers aim at reducing dead-weight costs and increasing
net social gains from international trade. This paper examines the problem of regulatory barriers and offers an assessment of what can be achieved. Ideally, the best way
to address problems arising from regulatory divergence would be to take into account
the relations of the EU and USA with China in terms of multilateral collaboration.
The main aim of the paper is the presentation of the TTIP’s implications for China.
The particular objective of the research task here is the regulatory trade barriers in the
USA-EU foreign trade policy, the nature and the promoters of the Transatlantic Trade
and Investment Partnership (TTIP), interrelationship between regulatory standards
and international cooperation in the TTIP, and TTIP’s impact on China.
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Introduction1

T

he United States of America (USA) and European Union (EU) combined account for over 45% of the world GDP in nominal value and
38% in terms of purchasing power parity. Foreign direct investment is intense between the two regions and more than a third of the trade consists
of intra-company trade, between subsidiaries of companies established
both in the EU and in the United States (US).
The US and the EU are heavily invested in each other’s market, with
nearly $3.7 trillion in two-way foreign direct investment at year-end
1
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2011. Meanwhile, US-EU trade in goods and services totals about $1
trillion annually. However, trade growth has been sluggish in recent
years because of the effects of the ﬁnancial crisis of 2008–09 and competing subsidy and regulatory policies that impede commercial activity. A new trade accord would remove impediments to bilateral trade
and investment. While it would not be a magic potion for prosperity,
such reforms would improve the climate for investment and job creation
and provide a modest boost to economic growth, since removing even
relatively low barriers across a large volume of bilateral trade can have
a signiﬁcant impact.
New agreements to remove trade barriers aim at reducing deadweight costs and at increasing net social gains from international trade.
The World Trade Organization (WTO) was established with the mandate to lower trade barriers among its 159 member countries through
rounds of trade negotiations. The WTO’s principle of “Most-favoured
nation” states that preferred treatment of one country must be extended
to all other members of the WTO. However exceptions to this principle
are frequent due to the complexity of multilateral negotiation. There
are hundreds of regional free trade agreement, sometimes called preferential trade agreements as a reminder that third countries are excluded
from the free trade gains.
The project of trade agreement between the US and the EU, at first
also known as the Transatlantic Free Trade Area and after the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership began with the 1995 Madrid Agreement on a Transatlantic Agenda, followed by various resolutions and
negotiations by and between the US and the EU. In a recent report, the
EU-US “high level working group on jobs and growth” (HLWG, 2013)
analyses a range of options far beyond simple tariff removal, including:
elimination of non-tariff barriers to trade in goods, services and investment, enhanced compatibility of regulations and standards and improved
cooperation to achieve shared economic goals.
On July 8, 2013, the United States and the European Union launched
negotiations on a Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP).
The negotiators aim to deepen what is already the world’s largest commercial relationship, thereby “promoting greater growth and supporting
more jobs,” and to look beyond this particular accord “to contribute to the
development of global rules that can strengthen the multilateral trading
system.” Beyond the important news that the world’s two largest economies would be negotiating to liberalize trade, there was also a significant
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development in terms of the substance of the proposed talks. While past
trade negotiations have dealt with domestic regulation as a trade barriers
in only narrow and limited ways, these talks would make reducing regulatory barriers a signature issue.
Traditional trade barriers, such as tariffs, are relatively low between
the two economies, and regulatory barriers are an area that offers great
potential economic gain. One widely cited 2009 study suggests some substantial benefits from addressing ‘non-tariff measures’, including regulatory divergence issues, within the context of US-EU trade. After noting
that the ‘total elimination’ of such barriers would amount to a 2.5–3.0%
increase in GDP, the study then tried to identify those barriers that are
‘actionable’, that is, ones that could realistically be eliminated. Doing so,
the report said, would boost EU GDP by 0.7% per year, leading to an annual potential gain of $158 billion in 2008 dollars; and it would boost US
GDP by 0.3%, or $53 billion per year.
Different regulations across countries in the same policy area raise
costs for businesses and consumers, often without justification. Addressing these differences provides clear gains for efficiency, and benefits for all. Some of the more challenging regulatory issues, where
there are strong policy disagreements between the USA and EU, may
need to be taken off the table. Furthermore, it is unlikely there will
be success with broader regulatory reform efforts. Domestic efforts to
achieve such reforms have had some success, but a global regime for
regulating domestic regulation would be difficult to achieve and might
not be desirable. Negotiators should go after the low-hanging fruit, and
be responsive to the needs of industry and consumers by focusing their
attention on issue areas where they can have the greatest impact (Lester, Barbee, 2013).
Currently, issues related to regulatory trade barriers are addressed
in a number of fora, including the World Trade Organization (WTO)
and the ongoing Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) negotiations. Nonetheless, because of the emphasis being placed on this issue in the TTIP,
this may be the best forum to push the issue forward. If done right, the
TTIP could serve as a starting point for broader engagement on reducing the costly burden of regulatory divergence on international trade
(Lester, Barbee, 2013). It must be underline that, the ideal route for
the reduction of regulatory divergence would be through a multilateral
effort involving various actors from both government agencies and the
private sector.
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Materials and Methods
Methodologically inclusive account breaks the TTIP’s implications
for China. The article sets out in general terms the importance of regulatory trade barriers, focusing on US-EU trade. It attempts to make the
issues more concrete, by discussing a number of real world examples of
such barriers. It then talks about how international regulatory cooperation can address these issues in the abstract, before considering previous
efforts undertaken in trade agreements. The article offers examples of
successful regulatory cooperation efforts in the hope that it will shed light
on possible approaches to addressing regulatory divergences. The article
suggests that such an approach may be best for the TTIP, and could eventually be multilateralized. The negotiations on a Transatlantic Trade and
Investment Partnership (TTIP) are observe by various countries also by
China P.R. The general theoretical approach will be of broad interest to
economists interested in international questions especially transatlantic
cooperation regarding China as well as to political scientists. The main
method applied in this research was a method of scientific study. It was
used the instutional method, the comparative method, the documentation
method and statistical methods. Additionally, it used also, the methods of
deductive and inductive forecasting.
Discussion
1. The regulatory trade barriers in USA-EU foreign trade policy
The idea of transatlantic regulatory cooperation has been around for
many years. Previous attempts, on the whole, have been relatively ad hoc
and piecemeal, focused more on fostering dialogue than actually solving regulatory discrepancies. The Trans-Atlantic Business Dialogue, established
in 1995, brought together business interests on both sides of the Atlantic,
in the hopes of developing strong public-private partnerships to allow products certified in one place to be accepted by the other. It was founded to
deal with a major problem identified by its members, that is, competitiveness is hampered on both sides by excessive regulation and by differences
between the EU and USA regulatory systems (Egan, 2003). The organization, now the Trans-Atlantic Business Council, had some early success
with mutual recognition agreements in areas such as telecommunications
equipment, some medical devices, and other limited product areas (Lester,
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Barbee, 2013). However, the efforts seem to have lost momentum in recent
years. Other efforts, such as the USA-EU High Level Regulatory Cooperation Forum, have also produced limited results of a substantive nature,
though it has encouraged an ongoing dialogue of the issues.
At this stage, though, little information is available on what specific
issues will be addressed or how liberalization in this area will be accomplished in the context of the TTIP. A brief explanation is included in the
report of the US-EU High Level Working Group (HLWG), which was established in November 2011 by the US and EU political leaders to identify options for strengthening the US-EU trade and investment relationship
– that provides a framework for the talks (Final Report, 2013). In addition
to the agenda propsed by the HLWG, the negotiators have committed
themselves to find new rules on issue of global concern such as protection
of intellectual property and treatment of products and services provides
by state-owned enterprises (Ries, 2014).
First, the report suggests expanding on the existing technical barriers
to trade (TBT) (Agreement on Technical, 1994) and sanitary and phytosanitary measures (SPS) (Agreement on the Application, 1994) rules of
the WTO, by creating ‘TBT-plus’ and ‘SPS-plus’ chapters (Final Report,
2013). Part of this would involve substantive obligations, and part would
involve new procedures. Through the substantive obligations, the parties
would be bringing issues of regulatory protectionism into the TTIP. Regulatory protectionism is an important concern (Watson, James, 2013), and
putting constraints on protectionist domestic regulations is one of the core
goals of international trade rules. It is not clear how existing WTO rules
– either the TBT or SPS agreements, or even more general rules such as
the GATT or the GATS – are insufficient in this area. These rules draw
a delicate balance between imposing international disciplines on trade
measures and respecting national autonomy (Lester, Barbee, 2013).
It must be emphasized that during the period 15 October 2012 to
15 May 2013 WTO Members submitted 858 regular Technical Barriers to
Trade (TBT) notifications; 80% of these notifications were submitted by
developing country Members (including CIS (Commonwealth of Independent States) Members, with 34 notifications, and LDC Members, with
40 notifications). The largest number of notifications received during the
reviewed period came from the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (118 notifications). Other significant notifying Members were the United States (66),
Israel (54), Kenya (46), China (43), and the European Union (40) (WT/
TPR/OV/W/7, 2013).
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With respect to the stated objectives indicated in the regular notifications submitted, the overwhelming majority (more than 80%) related
either to the protection of human health or safely (564) or to the protection of the environment (134). Other relevant stated objectives included:
consumer information and labelling (52) and prevention of deceptive
practices and consumer protection (36) (WT/TPR/OV/W/7, 2013).
Specific trade concerns (STCs) with respect to TBT measures taken
by Members can be raised at any of the three regular meetings of the TBT
Committee each year; 21 new STCs were raised during the two Committee meetings that fell during the reviewed period (the November 2012 and
March 2013 meetings) (Chart 1).
Chart 1. Issues raised in new TBT specific concerns*
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* From 15 October 2012 to 15 May 2013 (covering November 2012 and March 2013 TBT
meetings).
Source: WTO Secretariat, WT/TPR/OV/W/7 (2013), Trade Policy Review Body, Report to
the TPRB from the Director-General on Trade-Related Development (Mid-October 2012
to mid-May 2013),m5 July 2013 (13-3559), Page: 1/72.

It is important underline that since 1995, and up to 15 May 2013,
Members have raised 376 STCs in the TBT Committee. The number of
STCs raised and discussed in the Committee has grown over the last five
years (Chart 2). Although in 2012 Members raised fewer new STCs as
compared to 2011, the total number of STCs discussed in the TBT Committee continue to mark an upward trend (WT/TPR/OV/W/7, 2013).
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Chart 2. Number of TBT specific trade concerns raised per year
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In the period from October 2012 through March 2013, 613 sanitary
and phytosanitary measures (SPS) notifications (regular and emergency) were submitted to the WTO. Notifications from developing-country Members accounted for 66% of the total number. In the previous
six-month period, the total number of notifications was higher and the
proportion of measures notified by developing-country Members lower:
from April through September 2012, a total of 696 notifications (regular
and emergency) were submitted, of which 54% were by developingcountry Members.
The number of notifications of emergency measures also dropped
compared with the previous period (Chart 3). The share of emergency
notifications submitted by developing-country Members was broadly similar to that of the previous period. From October 2012 through March
2013, 79% of the 39 notifications of emergency measures were submitted
by developing-country Members. For the previous period (April–September 2012), 81% of the 58 emergency notifications were submitted by developing-country Members. This high proportion of emergency measures
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notified by developing-country Members might stem from the fact that
they do not have extensive SPS regulatory systems as developed-country
Members do, and consequently, when facing emergency challenges, they
are more likely to have to introduce new regulations or change existing
ones (WT/TPR/OV/W/7, 2013).
Chart 3. Number of SPS notification
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Source: WTO Secretariat, WT/TPR/OV/W/7 (2013), Trade Policy Review Body, Report to
the TPRB from the Director-General on Trade-Related Development (Mid-October 2012
to mid-May 2013),m5 July 2013 (13-3559), Page: 1/72.

It is important underline that many Members are following the recommendation to notify SPS measures even when these are based on a relevant international standard, as this substantially increases transparency
regarding SPS measures. Of the 409 regular notifications (excluding addenda) submitted from October 2012 to March 2013, 215 (53% of the
total) indicated that an international standard, guideline or recommendation was applicable to the notified measure (Chart 4). Of these, 80%
indicated that the proposed measure was in conformity with the existing
international standard.
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Chart 4. Regular SPS notification and international standards
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Source: WTO Secretariat, WT/TPR/OV/W/7 (2013), Trade Policy Review Body, Report to
the TPRB from the Director-General on Trade-Related Development (Mid-October 2012
to mid-May 2013),m5 July 2013 (13-3559), Page: 1/72.

International standards often provide useful guidance regarding measures to address disease outbreaks and other emergency situations. Indeed,
83% of the 30 emergency notifications (excluding addenda) submitted
from October 2012 to March 2013 indicated that an international standard,
guideline or recommendation was applicable to the notified measure (Chart
4). Of these, 96% indicated that the measure was in conformity with the
existing international standard. Of the 574 regular notifications submitted from October 2012 to March 2013, the majority were related to food
safety and the protection of humans from animal diseases or plant pests
(WT/TPR/OV/W/7, 2013). The objective of an SPS measure falls under
one or more of the following categories: (1) food safety, (2) animal health,
(3) plant protection, (4) protect humans from animal/plant pest or disease,
and (5) protect territory from other damages from pests. Members are required to identify the purpose of the measure in their notifications. It is not
uncommon for more than one objective to be identified for a measure. The
remaining notifications related to plant protection, animal health and to the
protection of the Member’s territory from other damage from pests. Several
of the regular notifications identified more than one objective per measure.
It must be emphasized that of the 39 emergency measures notified in the
same period, the majority related to animal health, followed by measures
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related to plant protection, the protection of humans from animal diseases or
plant pests, food safety, and protection of the Member’s territory from other
damage from pests. Similarly, the majority of emergency notifications during this period identified more than one objective per measure (Chart 5).
Chart 5. Emergency SPS notification and international standards
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Source: WTO Secretariat, WT/TPR/OV/W/7 (2013), Trade Policy Review Body, Report to
the TPRB from the Director-General on Trade-Related Development (Mid-October 2012
to mid-May 2013),m5 July 2013 (13-3559), Page: 1/72.

While there is no formal provision for “counter notification”, concerns
regarding the failure to notify an SPS measure, or regarding a notified measure, can be raised as a specific trade concern (STCs) at any of the three
regular meetings of the SPS Committee each year. In the two Committee
meetings of October 2012 and March 2013, 14 new trade concerns were
raised. Four of these STCs related to food safety, six to animal health,
three to plant health, and one to other concerns.
The goal of trade agreements should be to put limits on protectionist
policies, without impeding governments from fulfilling their responsibilities. There is an extensive jurisprudence at the WTO that applies and elaborates the rules with this balance in mind. Upsetting the current balance
could be problematic. Sensitive issues such as the EU’s treatment of genetically modified foods and hormone treated meat are difficult and have
not been fully resolved at the WTO (Proposed Agenda, WT/DSB/W/513,
23 September, 2013), and suggestions that new TTIP rules will help should be looked at with some skepticism.
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In the negotiations for a TPP, there has been an effort to expand the US
regulatory model to other trading partners. Whether regulatory effectiveness can be achieved anywhere is unclear; even domestic reforms along
these lines are quite difficult. But trying to reconcile differences between
two mature regulatory models like the USA and EU will be a particular
challenge. Both sides have spent decades developing their regulatory processes, and convergence will not be easy.
Finally, the report talks about regulatory differences (Final Report,
2013). Regulatory differences (or ‘divergence’) exist when government
agencies in different countries have varying regulatory requirements or
processes in the same policy area. Such differences result in higher costs
for businesses in a number of ways. First, companies have to comply with
multiple certification and testing requirements or approval processes in
order to get a product approved for sale, which takes time and money.
And second, the different regulations may result in the costly need for additional production processes in order for the product to meet the different
standards of each market (Lester, Barbee, 2013).
It must be emphasize that regulatory divergence across countries can
arise for a number of reasons. For one thing, policy objectives may vary.
If countries are trying to achieve different goals, their regulations are unlikely to correspond. But even where policy objectives are similar, regulating through an isolated process, in which national agencies make decisions without thinking about what their foreign counterparts are doing,
can lead to differences in regulation (Lester, Barbee, 2013).
The impact will vary depending on the nature of the divergence. It
may be that, due to different regulatory requirements, two markets end
up somewhat isolated, with products made in each essentially restricted
to the domestic market. Alternatively, one market might have regulations
that are more flexible, and thus products are excluded only from the market with stricter regulations (Lester, Barbee, 2013). It mut be important
underline that there is a separate approval process in each market, which
means that while products can be sold in both markets, there is an added
cost from going through multiple regulatory reviews.
2. The nature and the promoters of the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP)
Examining the nature of the US-EU trading relationship, it is not hard
to see why regulatory issues are of such high importance. A large portion
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of USA trade with the EU is intra-industry and intra-firm, which means
the TTIP is likely to bring about changes within existing value chains
rather than relocation of whole industries (The Transatlantic, 2013). The
major barriers to trade and investment, then, go beyond tariffs, and also
include bureaucratic red-tape caused by incompatible rules and regulations that impede and slow down the free movement of goods and services (Lester, Barbee, 2013).
It is very important to understand the nature of the projected gains.
The magnitude and the range of the total impact of the TTIP on GDP
were taken from Felbermayr et al. (2013a) who give estimates for the
United States, the 27 countries of the European Union, and 98 countries
of the rest of the world. With their macro general equilibrium model,
Felbermayr et al. (2013a) consider two scenarios. A “low impact” scenario calculates only the direct effect of reducing trade costs by eliminating existing tariffs in all sectors. The “high impact” scenario adds the
removal of non-tariff barriers and projects the impact of the increase in
trade activity on investments and economic growth (Buongiorno et al.,
2014).
The promoters of the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership
(TTIP) have tried to sell the agreement to the public on both sides of the
Atlantic as a way to boost growth and create jobs. At a time when both the
US and European economies are still suffering from the effects of the recession, anything that boosts growth sounds appealing. However, a closer
look at the projections indicates that the promised growth is not likely to
amount to much. Furthermore, there will likely be negative aspects to any
deal that could far outweigh any gains.
For the purpose of the present study Felbermayr et al. (2013a) projections of the cumulative change in GDP with the low or high scenario
were converted into annual growth rates over a decade, the time needed
for almost full impact (Felbermayr et al., 2013b). It was further assumed
that the effect of the TTIP on GDP would begin in 2015 and end in 2025,
but the simulations continued until 2030 to absorb any residual dynamic
effect on the forest sector (Buongiorno et al., 2014).
The Centre for Economic Policy Research in the United Kingdom
uses also a standard economic model to project the fully realized impact
of the TTIP in 2027. In what it considers the most likely scenario for
a ﬁnal deal, its model projects that the TTIP would increase the GDPs of
the EU and the US by 0.5 and 0.4 percentage points respectively. While
more growth is generally better than less growth, the projected gains for
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the EU come to less than 0.04 percentage points annually. For the United
States, the projected gains are 0.03 percentage points a year. Thus, the
growth increases will be far too small to notice in the annual GDP data
(Lester, Barbee, 2013).
Moreover, this growth does not imply additional job growth, as the
Centre made clear in its summary. The TTIP is assumed to increase the
efﬁciency with which a particular supply of labor is used; it does not
increase the demand for labor. In fact, the summary explicitly notes the
agreement could lead to job losses in the short run, as lower cost imports
displace some workers.
Furthermore, the projections only consider ways in which the agreement may speed growth by reducing barriers. There are also likely to be
provisions that slow growth by increasing barriers, most notably in the
area of patent protection, especially for prescription drugs.
If the deal strengthens patent or related protections for drugs, then it
will lead to higher drug prices. This will drain money out of the economy
and lead to more inefﬁciency in the same way that higher tariffs on imports lead to higher prices and inefﬁciency. The difference is that tariffs are rarely more than twenty or thirty percent in advanced economies,
where as patent protection can raise the price of drugs by several thousand percent above their free market price (Lester, Barbee, 2013).
There are other elements of the TTIP that should raise concerns on
both sides of the Atlantic. Since formal trade barriers between the EU
and US are already low, the negotiations are mostly focused on non-trade
issues. This will involve areas of regulation that are currently under the
control of national or subnational governments. For example, the TTIP
could include provisions on how genetically modiﬁed foods are regulated. TTIP provisions could make restrictions on the sale or planting of
GMO crops an unfair trade practice. They could also limit the ability of
governments to impose labeling requirements.
The TTIP could also include provisions on fracking, the process of
drilling for deep pools of natural gas or oil. Federal legislation in the
United States has exempted companies engaged in fracking from complying with decades-old environmental restrictions that were designed to
ensure the safety of drinking water. As a result, there have been numerous
complaints that fracking operations have resulted in the contamination of
drinking water near fracking sites. However, these allegations are difﬁcult
to assess, because the oil and gas companies are not required to disclose
the chemicals they use in the fracking process.
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There are many other areas where regulations that would not be approved by national or subnational governments may effectively be imposed
through the TTIP. This is in fact one of the main motivations of the TTIP:
it provides a channel around the democratic process in both the EU and
the US. Regulatory changes that may not be possible due to domestic
political considerations may be imposed through a trade agreement which
will be presented to elected legislatures on both sides of the Atlantic as an
all or nothing proposition.
This is perhaps clearest in the case of investor-state dispute settlement
(ISDS). This is a process that the United States has established as part of
numerous trade deals over the last three decades. It involves the creation
of special panels, outside the control of the government in question, to
decide issues related to disputes with foreign investors. For example, if
a US company felt that a regulation imposed by the Mexican government
was unfairly imposing costs on it, the company could take its complaint
to a special panel established for this purpose rather than going through
Mexico’s legal system.
This might make sense in certain situations and may even be mutually
beneﬁcial in countries that lack a well-functioning legal system. Foreign
companies may be reluctant to invest in a developing country if they are
concerned that they would not be able to get adequate redress through that
country’s legal system. By setting up an alternative mechanism, potential
foreign investors can be more conﬁdent that laws will be fairly applied.
Independent panels that are beyond the government’s control give investors more protection than a promise from the government. Even if the
government is sincere in such a promise, a new government may not feel
bound by a prior government’s commitment.
Thus, ISDS may in fact make sense for developing countries as a way
to promote foreign investment. However, it is much more difﬁcult to see
the merits of this argument for the TTIP, in which all of the countries
involved have long-established legal traditions and many decades of experience with independent judiciaries. It is difﬁcult to believe that courts
in Denmark, Germany or the United States could not be trusted to treat
foreign investors fairly.
On the other hand, it is reasonable for citizens of the EU and the US
to question whether the new legal system being set up under the TTIP
can be counted on to respect the rights and interests of anyone other than
foreign investors. This does not mean that the ISDS will necessarily have
a pro-investor bias, but if there is no obvious anti-investor bias in the
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current legal system, then why is it necessary to establish a new dispute
settlement mechanism?
In short, the TTIP is much more than a free trade agreement designed
to reduce tariffs and quotas. It would create a structure of regulation and
a new legal system that would remove authority in a wide variety of areas
from democratically elected bodies and the existing legal structure. TTIP
can be both a symbolic and practical assertion of Western renewal, vigor
and commitment, not only to eachother but to high rules-based standards
and core principles of international order. It can be assertive, yet need not
be aggressive. It challenges fashionable notions about a “weakend West”
(Hamilton, 2014).
TTIP’s goal is to eliminate all impediments in bilateral trade in goods
and investments according to the principle of origin. For the trade in services, the aim is to obtain improved market acces and to address the operation of any designated monopolies and state-owned enterprises (Straubhaar, 2014).
Since the projected economic gains from this deal are relatively modest, there is no reason that anyone should feel an irrepressible need to
grab at whatever ﬁnal deal comes out of the negotiations. It would be
best if any moves towards superseding the established systems be done
with careful consideration and not the rushed, all-or-nothing approach
envisioned by the governments negotiating the TTIP. If the TTIP timeline
does not allow for thorough debate, it can always come back to the issue
of reducing trade barriers later.
3. Interrelationship between regulatory standards and international
cooperation in the TTIP
In theory, problems of regulatory divergence can be solved without
international cooperation. Just like with free trade in general, governments could liberalize unilaterally. In the context of regulations, governments could simply declare that products complying with foreign
regulations in the same area will be deemed acceptable for import. US
regulators could accept EU headlights; and EU regulators could accept
US GM foods. However, in practice, domestic political resistance, sometimes for protectionist purposes, often means that solutions to these
problems will require international cooperation. Government regulators
from different countries need to sit down and hash out the issues (Lester, Barbee, 2013).
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How should international cooperation work in practice? There are two
common methods – both of which are referred to in the HLWG report
(Final Report, 2013) – which have been used to deal with regulatory divergence: harmonization and mutual recognition (Lester, Barbee, 2013).
Harmonization implies the alignment of regulations to a single best
practice. Usually a voluntary agreement, harmonization can be based on
a reference to international standards from a standard – setting body, or
simply involve coordination among nations. Countries basically agree to
converge on a single standard or regulation. This is usually the most difficult way to achieve regulatory cooperation, in part because countries are
reluctant to adjust their standards, and also because the harmonization of
standards requires complete consensus (Lester, Barbee, 2013).
Mutual recognition can be achieved through mutual recognition agreements or the acknowledgement of regulatory equivalence. Mutual recognition agreements approve testing and certification processes of other
countries as acceptable for allowing sale in their own country. This method is especially useful in eliminating duplicative testing and certification
processes. Recently, this approach was employed in a mutual recognition
agreement between the USA and Israel in relation to telecommunications
equipment: Israeli regulatory authorities will accept tests that recognized
USA laboratories perform to determine the conformity of telecommunications equipment with Israeli technical requirements, rather than requiring
additional testing by Israeli laboratories in order for American products to
be sold in Israel (USTR Press Release, 2012).
Efforts to deal with regulatory barriers at the GATT/WTO eventually
resulted in the TBT Agreement, which reinforces traditional GATT rules
on nondiscrimination, and also goes a bit further to deal with the trade
effects of burdensome regulation. Current efforts in the TBT Committee
involve work on good regulatory practices, including developing a list
of voluntary principles and mechanisms that represent best practices in
developing and applying regulations (WTO News Item, 2013).
Cooperation could occur organically, of course, outside the context
of an international agreement. Regulators from different countries could
simply sit down with each other and coordinate their diverging regulations. But this does not happen often in practice and has not occurred
between the USA and the European Union, and there is little reason to
think it will any time soon. As a result, a formal mechanism to push this
process along would be of great value (Trade Cross-cutting, 2013). The
private sector needs a better way to point out the problems it is experienc-
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ing, and regulators must be given an opportunity to cooperate with their
counterparts in other countries. The question then becomes: what should
this mechanism look like? One approach that has been put forward would
focus on requiring domestic regulators to look at what their colleagues
abroad are doing (Lester, Barbee, 2013).
This approach emphasizes the role of regulators themselves and their
decision – making process. While there might be some value to this, it
also has the potential to be more burdensome than helpful. If every regulation that has an impact on trade – i.e. just about all regulations – requires
consideration of how the other side regulates the same issue, the role of
the bureaucracy in dealing with these issues could actually increase, and
as a result this approach may actually raise more problems than it solves.
Instead of turning first to the regulators, a better approach to regulatory cooperation would be to focus attention on the views of the private
sector, which faces the responsibility of meeting multiple government
requirements, and which is in the best position to identify the costs and
inefficiencies of regulatory divergences in trade. If business and consumer groups are not even concerned about a particular area of regulation,
burdening the regulators with extra work is unnecessary. Thus, one of the
main goals of the regulatory cooperation process should be to facilitate
the involvement of producers, distributors and consumers in a process
which provides for direct contact with the relevant government agencies.
This further assists in identifying the priority sectors that need the most
immediate attention and would yield the greatest economic benefit if divergences are narrowed (Lester, Barbee, 2013).
Private sector involvement could come at two stages. First, during
the initial rule – making process for new regulations, there could be requests for input on potential conflicts with other countries’ regulations.
This would be helpful in preventing new regulations from diverging right
to begin with. Second, with regard to existing regulations, it is essential
to have private sector input on how divergent rules hamper trade so that
a discussion can even begin. Since regulatory convergence will be a longterm process, there needs to be a permanent forum where the private sector – businesses, consumers and other groups – can raise concerns with
both existing and potential divergence (Lester, Barbee, 2013).
While the TTIP offers a good starting point, regulatory cooperation
should eventually be done on a multilateral basis. The need for this is amplified by the growing trend of 21st Century trade agreements that include
issues outside the traditional scope of trade negotiations. Outgoing WTO
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Director-General Pascal Lamy has articulated this problem clearly, suggesting that ‘while bilateral tariff reductions can ultimately be multilateralized, a plethora of bilateral trade agreements will produce a multitude of
regulatory standards with which businesses will struggle to comply’ (Lamy,
2013). This simply means that if regulatory cooperation is included in multiple trade agreements with different participants, the risk of creating more
layers of contradiction and confusion greatly increases. For instance, how
different will a regulatory cooperation chapter of the TPP be from the TTIP?
Would it not be better to open up the discussion of regulatory burdens on
trade to a wider grouping of countries, to maximize the area in which inefficiencies can be eliminated (Lester, Barbee, 2013)?
Without getting into too much detail here, multilateral regulatory cooperation could be undertaken through an international forum of some
sort. It need not be based on an enforceable treaty. A more flexible structure, based on the idea of agreed cooperation, may be preferable. The goal
is not to push countries to take on difficult and sensitive legal obligations;
rather, it is to seek out regulatory issues where countries can voluntarily
work together (Lester, Barbee, 2013).
Multilateralizing regulatory cooperation may not be possible at this
moment, but there is still a great deal of value to be had from US–EU
cooperation. Since the USA and EU make up almost half of world GDP
and 30% of total goods and services trade (Final Report, 2013), any
agreement both sides can come to on regulatory issues could help set
the tone and trajectory of future regulatory cooperation efforts involving
other parties. The greater the number of countries involved in eliminating
costly and duplicative regulatory processes, the greater the potential gains
for consumers and producers alike. The TTIP negotiations can play an
important role in leading the way on regulatory cooperation efforts, and
their success or failure will determine how this issue is addressed in the
future (Lester, Barbee, 2013). It is important to underline that in this new
situation for the cooperation between EU and USA significant position
has also China a big foreign partner for USA and EU.
All studies foresee a small impact of removing trade barriers alone,
and a larger impact of eliminating non-tariff barriers. Some disagree on
the potential impact on third countries. While the OECD (2005) suggests
that reducing barriers to trade between the EU and US will have mostly
positive spill over effects on third party countries such as Canada, Mexico, Turkey, Japan and China. Felbermayr et al. (2013a) estimate that third
party countries will lose market share in the US and the EU due to the
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increased trade between the two regions, and that this will have a negative
effect on their economies. Additionally Felbermayr et al. (2013a) foresee
a decrease in trade within EU countries, for example a 23% decrease in
trade between France and Germany (Buongiorno et al., 2014).
Most national and international studies on the macroeconomic impact of transatlantic trade agreements are based on general equilibrium
approaches, such as the Global Trade Analysis Project (GTAP) model
(Berden et al., 2009; Francois et al., 2013; OECD, 2005). It can combine
the GTAP database with trade gravity models (Egger, Pfaffermayr, 2011)
into a general equilibrium model to project macroeconomic impacts of
the TTIP in the US, the EU, and third countries like China.
It is interesting explore the effect of proliferating deep regional agreements on coherence in international trade governance (Jackson, 2013). The
WTO suggested that new international trade rules are being negotiated and
decided outside the WTO where power differences are greater and where the
principles of non-discrimination and reciprocity are absent. It also argued
that TTIP are here to stay. Governments will need to ensure that regional
agreements and the multilateral trading system are complementary and that
multilateral disciplines minimize any negative effects from PTAs (Krist,
2013). While the available literature suggests that deep integration rules are
often non-discriminatory – for instance, provisions in the services or competition policy areas are often extended to non-members – certain provisions
in regional agreements can contain discriminatory aspects that clash with
the multilateral trading system. It has been shown that PTAs which make
it more difficult to apply contingency measures to PTA partners may divert
protectionist measures towards non-members (Prusa, Teh, 2010).
Deep provisions can also have a number of adverse systemic effects.
For example, the important effects of regional regulatory harmonization
can make it more difficult to multilateralize rules. PTAs may not include third-party most-favoured nation (MFN) clauses, thus effectively discriminating against other countries. Developed countries exporters may
view bilateral and regional rather than multilateral agreements as faster
and easier routes for achieving their objectives, further weakening the
principle of non-discrimination.
With regard to services supply chains, some argue that their growth
creates an additional need to re-examine and modernize current rules for
services trade, as these rules were designed for a world where services were
exported as final products from national firms, not a world where multiple
firms supply stages of services production from multiple locations. Recent
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research on how differences in firms have an impact on trade policies reveals a related concern. Ciuriak et al. (2011) point at another difference between deep integration at the regional and at the multilateral level (Ciuriak
et al., 2011). While heterogeneous firms trade models suggest that more
importance should be granted to extensive than to intensive margin responses to trade opening, there is evidence suggesting that PTA have positive
effects at the intensive margin and negative effects at the extensive margin,
whereas the opposite is true of opening in the multilateral context.
4. TTIP impact for China
TTIP is lazily portrayed as an effort to confront and isolat China. Yet
is less about containing China than about the terms and principles guiding China’s integration and participation in the global economy. China’s
burgeoning trade with both the United States and Europe attests to U.S.
and EU interests in engaging China, not isolating it (Hamilton, 2014).
TTIP, TTP and related initiatives are important instruments to help frame
Beijing’s choices – by underscoring China’s own interests in an open,
stable international system as well as the types of norms and standards
necessary for such a system to be sustained. China itself has changed its
position and signaled a willingness to join plurilateral talks on services.
Its motivations remain unclear, but there is no denying that TTIP and
related initiatives are injecting new movement and energy into efforts to
open market and strengen global rules (Hamilton, 2014).
U.S. and EU officials had a common conversation with the Chinese
about the need to keep trade open while raising standards, especially with
regard to health and safety. The result was a trilateral U.S.-EU-China review process of consumer product safety, including biennial “summits”
among relevant officials, which has had some modest succes in gaining
Chinese commitments to cooperate in applying product safety controls
along supply and distribution chains; promoting company management
systems that incorporate safety into product designe; exchanging information regularly on major safety issues; reinforcing consumer product
traceability; implementing the concept of seamless surveillance; and
exploring jointly the possible convergence of consumer product safety
requirments. Expansion of such cooperation in additional areas and with
additional countries based on alignment of U.S. and EU understandings
regarding high levels of protection, promises to keep standards high while
keeping markets open (Hamilton, 2014).
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It must be underline that the access of PRChina to the World Trade
Organisation (WTO) (November 2001) was the moment in which new
trade rules became obligatory in this country. The WTO – through its
agreements on safeguards and antidumping, offer some recourse for states to rein in the forces of free trade. However, many experts suggest that
there are legal ambiguities in WTO regime that have limited invocation
of safeguard measures (Kawase, 2006). These concerns have been fueled
because there is increasing Chinese competition in week industries and
because it is harder to request supplying countries to take grey measures
such as VERA in agriculture and textiles. In the next five years after the
access to the WTO China eliminated all kinds of quotas and other nontariff barriers that slow down the inflow of foreign goods. Customs duties
which were lowered were gradually reduced to an average of 9%.
China is now the biggest exporter and receiver of foreign investments.
This country is the world’s number one exporter after taking the top spot
from Germany in 2009. About 20% of China’s exports go to the United
States (The World Bank, 2011). The U.S. is China’s largest trading partner
(LaFleur, 2010). In 2010, U.S. exports of goods to China jumped 32%, to
US $92 billion (Your Next Job, 2011). China was the second-largest recipient of Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in 2009 (United Nations, 2010).
China attracted $105.7 billion in foreign direct investment in 2010 – the
first time FDI in China crossed the $100 billion (China FDI rises strongly, 2011; Foreign Direct Investment, 2011) (Chart 6, Chart 7).
Chart 6. Stock of outward foreign direct investment (% of world total)
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China’s weak currency – which is good for Chinese exports – also
makes the yuan (RMB) one of the most undervalued currencies in the
so-called “Big Mac index”, a measure of purchasing-power parity (Chart
8). While a Big Mac averages US$3.71 in the U.S it can buy one in China
for only 14.5 yuan (US$2.18) in Beijing and Shenzhen on average (Bun
Fight, 2010).
China is poised to make its money a global currency, which “could
strengthen China’s influence in overseas financial markets and begin to
erode the dollar’s dominance.” China’s has over US$1 trillion in foreign exchange reserves (exceeding Japan’s), and continue to grow around
$200 billion each year (The World Bank, 2011). China’s foreign-exchange
reserves hit record highs on Q4 2010 to reach US$2.85 trillion. The $199
billion gain was the largest quarterly increase since Bloomberg data began in 1996 (China’s Currency Reserves Rise, 2011). China owns over
25% of U.S. Treasury Bonds and is the largest creditor in the world (Rediff Business, 2010).
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Chart 8. Big Mac index
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China is also the U.S.A.’s largest creditor, holding more than $900
billion worth of U.S. This value indicated Treasury bonds o the USA in
October 2010. The second and threeted creditors are Japan and the UK
(Factbox: China leads, 2011).
China’s emerging market stocks are predicted to quintuple in the next
two decades–reaching a market value of around $80 trillion by 2030
(Sachs, Moe, 2010). The Shanghai Stock Exchange was the fifth largest
stock market in the world in December 2010 (market capitalization of US
$2.7 trillion) (List of stock, 2013). Eight of the ten largest stocks on the
Shanghai Stock Exchange are state-controlled enterprises.
Currently, China is the largest destination for foreign investment (Reuvid, 2008). Due to China’s access to WTO, her share in the world trade
will increase from 3% to 7% (in 1986 it was only 0,7%). The results of the
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transition provide compelling evidence of the efficiency of market incentives. Other factors that have contributed to China’s ascendancy to a world
economic power include privatizing much of its industry, joining the World
Trade Organization (WTO), formation of the Chinese Stock Exchange, passage of the Company Law (1993) and a multitude of corporate governance
principles to protect shareholders and provide a framework of shifting from
state to private ownership of capital (Doherty, Lu, 2013).
Further trade liberalisation and improved framework policies would
increase trade and promote growth. It must be emphasizes that openess
to trade is associated with higher incomes and growth and there are the
need for new approaches to trade cooperation in light of the forces that
are currently re-shaping international business. The key of trade developments within the broader socio-economic context is especially the rise of
global supply chains, the general shift of trade power away from the West
towards Asia and from U.S. and EU towards China. A major factor, was
the even more remarkable transformation of China, as market reforms
opened up its economy to foreign trade and investment, and unleashed
an unprecedented growth dynamic that has continued, with only minor
slowdowns. In the new circumstances for the development of the global
economy and the global trade.
In this context it is interesting to see that estimates by R. J. Tammen
et al. (2000) anticipate that China will overtake the United States in midcentury (Tammen, Kugler, Lemke, Stam, Abdollahian, Al-Sharabati,
Efird, Organski, 2000). It is being estimated also that by the year 2020
China will take the first position among the world powers (Table 1). Thus
American dominance should endure until mid-century. Afterwards, Asian
and China’s demands for modification to the international system will
likely increase, and unless resolved, will be increasingly likely to be imposed by force.
The global balance of economic powers in 2010 versus 2020
Rank
1
1
2
3
4
5
6

Country – 2010
2
USA
China
Japan
India
Germany
Russia

GDP (U$ million)
3
14,802,081
9,711,244
4,267,492
3,912,911
2,861,117
2,221,755

Country – 2020
4
China
USA
India
Japan
Russia
Germany

Table 1

GDP (U$ million)
5
28,124,970
22,644,910
10,225,943
6,196,979
4,326,987
3,981,033
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8
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10

2
United Kingdom
France
Brazil
Italy
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3
2,183,277
2,154,399
2,138,888
1,767,120

4
Brazil
United Kingdom
France
Mexico

5
3,868,813
3,360,442
3,214,921
2,838,722

Source: Facts about China, ECONOMY & GDP 2011–2012, http://www.china-mike.com/
facts-about-china/economy-investment-business-statistics/.

The integration of China into the world trade system may have increase aggregate welfare in the rest of the world by 0,4% but factor incomes
in individual sectors may fall or rise by more than 5% (Braconier, Nicoletti, Westmore, 2014). Dealing with relative wage pressures and needs for
structural adjustment due to rising trade integration will thus be important. The benefits from trade libaralization are transmited through several
channels like shifting production from low to high locations, relocation
of factors of production towards sectors and firms with high productivity
and rising incomes due to an increase in market size that supports more
specialisation, faster technology diffusion and stronger incentives to invest in “non-rival” assets (Braconier, Nicoletti, Westmore, 2014).
China’s growth is good for the world economy and for the European
Union and USA and also for TTIP project with significant terms of trade
gains being experienced in its trading partners, reduction in poverty and
increases in living standards. Chinese economic growth has been good
at first for Chinese with massive reductions in poverty and rising living
standards. Moreover, China is now a very large regional power and the
preceding discussion has provided evidence that it is having a very large
growth effect on its neighboring trade partners. If China continues its path
of stable growth there is every reason to export continued and expanded
benefits for its trade partners also like EU and USA. It must be emphasises that the Chinese model is not about to overtatke the world but its
success indicates that multiple versios of modernity will be vying with
each other in ther marketplace of ideas (Kupchan, 2014).
China may continue to specialise in electronics and increasingly in
services, while maunfacturing may continue in the framework of the relations with the OECD and also with the European Union countries and
USA. With or without further trade agreements because of TTIP, services
will be more traded and trade policies will have to adjust to changes in
the organisation of global value change (Braconier, Nicoletti, Westmore,
2014). It must be emphasized that the EU and USA in the framework of
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TTIP have a strong record of international cooperation and of providing
development support and assistance to many parts of the world. This includes promotion of human rights in all external actions.
Results and Findings
Transatlantic reforms could set a powerful precedent for initiatives like
the TTIP in other regions and in the World Trade Organization (WTO).
Contrary to concerns that another broad-based bilateral accord would further dampen prospects for an international trade agreement, it believe that
a TTIP, properly constructed, could help break the deadlock in the WTO’s
Doha Round negotiations. In particular, TTIP provisions could become
a template for the stalled global trade talks in several difﬁcult areas, from
agriculture to cross-border rules on services, investment and regulations.
A comprehensive TTIP has important implications for both bilateral trade
and the world trading system. If successful, it could strengthen transatlantic economic relations while also spurring trade reforms that both sides
could jointly put forward to reinvigorate ﬂagging multilateral trade negotiations.
Ideally, the best way to address problems arising from regulatory divergence would be on a multilateral basis. In advance of that eventual
goal, however, a US-EU regulatory cooperation process could lay the
foundation for a broader effort in the future. If the USA and the EU can
resolve some of the easier issues – like mundane problems such as different regulations for automobile headlights – perhaps that can serve as
a building block for a broader multilateral effort also for China. Success
in this area will be difficult, but the gains are potentially large, and thus an
attempt to solve this long- standing problem is worth the effort.
The negotiations for the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) agreement
and the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) could provide the basis for developing new WTO Plus system. Negotiations for the
TPP and the TTIP could be vehicles for establishing a WTO Plus system.
These agreements establishes effective rules regarding neomercantilist
practices and eschews special interest provisions. Such a WTO Plus system would both open markets for countries willing to accept strengthened
trade rules and put pressure on nonparticipating countries to further open
their markets and adopt similar rules in a future multilateral trade round
in the framework of the WTO.
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It must be emphasizes that in the new WTO, the diverse membership
must find common ground on new areas of negotiation. The process of
this negotiations must begin with domestic adjustment and development
trade policies, and continue by harnessing all the available incentives,
from TTIP to aid-for-trade, and by new forms of cooperation between
developed, developing, and emerging countries like China. The economic
incentives for multilateral trade liberalization remain strong, and the new
international economy of more broadly shared economic power represents a major victory for its success in the framework of the WTO multilateral tarde system, but the power in the WTO has symbolic character.
With or without further trade agreements like TTIP, services will be
more traded and trade policies will have to adjust to changes in the organisation of global value change. The question raised is whether the West
also USA and EU will see China’s rise as an opportunity for cooperation
or for conflict. Economic growth is generally more preferable in China to
military and extensive expansion. With new investments, a country can
transform its position through industrial expansion at home and sustain it
through international trade. China is especially sensitive to the advantages of intensive growth and will not wish to disrupt essential economic
arrangements that have been crucial to her success.
The former two effects include mostly static from international trade
in goods, services and factors of production, while the latter entails dynamic growth effects. Significant static and dynamic efficiency gains,
especially for China, could be reaped through further multilateral trade
liberalization while global welfare gains from regional agreements like
TTIP are much more limited due to trade diversion. Trade diversion
leads to discrimination against third countries. As a result, there might
arise a feeling of unfair treatment culminating in anti-liberalism tendencies or even an aversion to the Western economic order. While fostering multilateral trade liberalisation has proved difficult in the recent
past and regional arrangements have been frequent, the former should
remain priority due these larger benefits and despite the practical challenges of seeing through such reforms in a multipolar world. This results are based on the partial multilateral trade liberalization scenario
based on multilateral cuts in tariffs (50%) and transaction cost (25%)
realative to basline.
It must be emphasizes that United States and EU deepen their ties to
each other, must keep their eyes on the prize and work with emerging
powers, democracies and non-democracies alike, to fashion a new rules
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based system for the twenty-first century. The challenge ahed is helping
to extend that accomplishment to the rest of the world. TTIP initiative
comes at the right time. Now benefits of doing business with the emerging
markets have declined and transaction costs have increased. The financial
crisis has led to high unemployments rates and high public debts on both
sides of the Atlantic. New impulses for growth are needed to improve
prospects for employment, growth and welfare.
TTIP could spur growth, translate into millions of new jobs in the United States and Europe, and improve both earnings and competitiveness
for many companies, particulary small and medium-sized enterprises on
both sides of Atlantic. However the benefits would not be only to the
United States and the EU. They would spread out worldwide. TTIP is
open and encourages third countries to join. As a result, the TTIP would
become the core of a new global trading system where the rule setters are
once again the most advanced economies. In the long run, all countries
could benefit from more prosperity in the transatlantic area. That is why
TTIP should become a success, not a failure.
Conclusion
The need for firms to organize their supply chains across different
countries has led to a demand for regional agreements like TTIP that cover more than preferential tariffs. The harmonization of standards and
rules on investment, intellectual property and services has become a standard part of new trade agreements. The differences among firms involved
in trade are also important for the future development. The picture that
arises from the trade is that even if many firms are indirectly involved in
trade-related activities, only relatively few are exporting or importing and
these firms tend to be larger and more productive than others. Such firms
also have a role in technology advancement and the diffusion of knowhow through supply chains.
Curerent trends in world economy and global politics provide evidence that emerging markets like China have now arrived to the world
economy at last, bringing with it new patterns of uneven development,
inequality and injustice. Its newly confident elites, now fully engaged in
global circuits of trade, investment and finance, and in global governance
too, appear to have left behind their previous role. It is clear that the emerging economies like China, has sufferd less and recoverd more quickly.
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In addition, it now seems that the patterns of political impact not in the
sense of immediate crisis measures but of long-term very big shifs may
be equally significant and unexpected.
The trade policy plays a key role in the maintenance of both economic
and political liberalization. The prominence of rent seeking in a country
can have far-reaching implication for its economic development. Especially in transitional countries, rent seeking takes scarce resource out of
productive areas in the economy, using them to promote and perpetuate
further rents. United States and the EU are each other’s most important
trade partners. Both regions have similar cost and production structures, similar levels in economic development, deep political relations and
strong cultural similarities. Therefore the reduction of trade frictions could help to reallocate more efficiency production factors especially capital firms and their production sites and to make use of comparative advantages, economies of scale and joint research activities to develop new
technologies. However it should be stressed that free trade in itself is not
responsible for economic growth, but more significant are the determining macroeconomic stability and increasing investment.
If TTIP succeeds, the partners would intend to follow with effort to
conform all these agreements in trade coverege and rules of origin, in
particular to reduce distortions and generalize the benefits. A TTIP, complementing NATO and the other longstanding political and alliance links
between USA and EU, will be the foundation for strengthened “Atlantic
Basin” that can confidently turn to the Pacific, the Middle East or other
challenges in the decades ahead. That will be the strategic significance of
TTIP. It is important underline that no two group of nations have closer
ongoing collaboration on security, intelligence and political matters that
the NATO partners of Europe and North America. The United States and
Europe are able to take decisive steps forward at a time when solidarity
between them is greatly needed to revitalize their own economies, to reinforce their cooperation and to play a collective leadership role in promoting their values on the global world.
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Implikacje TTIP dla Chin
Streszczenie
W niniejszym artykule Autor koncentruje się na analizie implikacji Transatlantyckiego Partnerstwa Handlowego i Inwestycjnego (TTIP) dla Chin. W ostatnim czasie
w związku z negocjacjami w sprawie owego TTIP między USA a Unią Europejską,
podkreślano, że rozmowy te mają doprowadzić do redukcji barier regulacyjnych, a to
z kolei miało doprowadzić do istotnych korzyści ekonomicznych. W niniejszym ar-
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tykule analizuje się problem barier regulacyjnych i dokonuje się oceny tego, co może
zostać w związku z tym osiągnięte. Idealnie, najlepszym sposobem, aby rozwiązać
problemy wynikające z rozbieżności regulacyjnych byłoby, na zasadzie wielostronnej
współpracy, również uwzględniać stosunki UE i USA z Chinami. Głównym celem
artykułu jest prezentacja implikacji TTIP dla Chin. W szczególności celem badawczym pozostają m.in. regulacyjne bariery handlowe polityki handlu zagranicznego
w stosunkach transatlantyckich USA–UE, oraz specyfiki TTIP.
Słowa kluczowe: USA, UE, TTIP, bariery regulacyjne, zmniejszenie kosztów, współpraca międzynarodowa, ChRL

